LAPTOP LEARNING (1:15)

You are going to hear a news report about an Italian elementary school which has introduced new technologies for pupils. For questions 1-7, complete the sentences with a maximum of 4 words each.

You have 30 seconds to read through the questions; then you will hear the recording twice; after the recording, you will have 30 seconds to complete your answers.

1. In a ___________________ experiment, sixty 5th grade students will only work with computers.
2. The mini laptops run ________________________.
3. Pupils will use their computers for all ___________ and ________________ tasks.
4. Security systems strictly control the children’s ________________________________.
5. The computers are very light, can be ______________ ___ from a height of 1,5 meters and are ___________________________.
6. The laptops cost __________________________________ __.
7. The experiment is ______________________________ a year.
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key: 1. unique 2. Windows software 3. reading // writing 4. access to the internet 5. dropped // waterproof 6. less than 400 dollars 7. due to last